The function of 'Capacity Planning' is the process of determining in detail how much tooling, personnel, and equipment resources are required to accomplish specified product demand. The function of 'Scheduling' is the timesequenced allocation of resources such as machines, personnel, tools, and component materials to perform a collection of tasks to manufacture products.
AUTOSCHED'S WORLD VIEW
AutoSched sees the world as a number of stations.
Stations can be machines, work benches, assembly positions, or any location where work is performed on a product. A group of stations that perform essentially interchangeable work is called a family. Every station belongs toa family, even if the family only contains asingle station. Families shareacommon input queue and work list for parts waiting for service from one of the stations in the family. Each station can have one or more calendars associated with it. Calendars specify when stations are unavailable for work.
Lots flow between families in an AutoSched model. They consist of a quantity of pieces of a given type of part, and flow according to a routing that you define using manufacturing terminology. A routing consists of an arbitrary number of steps indicating the parameters for that lot, such as the station family, the setup, processing time required, and the operator class. These parameters define the operation performed on the part.
Lots can either start the simulation at the first step of their routing, or at their current step if they are already in process. As lots flow through the steps in the routing, they enter the family work list and queue for the family designated for that step. Idle available stations in the family wake up one at a time and execute the task selection rules associated with that particular station. Task selection rules are the criteria you use to determine which lot to work on next at any given station. The task selection rule either allows the station to pick a lot from the potential parts or to wait for a better choice. The status of operators, tools, components, and other constraints may be considered in a task selection rule.
Aslots are simulated through theirrouting, AutoSched provides the option of generating a schedule file. If your interest is Capacity Planning, this file is not needed. If your interest is Scheduling, this file logs the simulated time at which all of the operations take place. This schedule can be viewed using the AutoSched Diagnostic Tool (asdt 
AutoSched is extremely flexible in that you only have to provide data that is available to you. For example, if you do not want to include the detail of modeling human operators, don't include it. In addition, AutoSched has defaults for almost all of the possible features.
Data Requirements
Thedatarequiredfor AutoSchedcan beenteredfrom exiting data bases or spreadsheets, or it can be entered through AutoSched's powerful edit tables. This information describes each of the factory's
Order and WIP Status The order status file describes all orders scheduled during the simulation period and their current status. This information consists of both a current 'snapshot'of the shop floor and a list of the orders yet to be released. Calendar Definition Each resource (stations, operators, tools) can have its own working schedule. This work schedule can be composed of an unlimited number of calendars. This file describes the different types of calendars. Once they are defined, they can be attached to resources in the attachment file. There are five calendar types: shift, down, preventative maintenance (PM), holiday/exception, and reserved. Calendar Attachment A resource can have any number of calendars attached toit. Theorder in whichcalendarsareattachedtothe resource dictates the order of precedence by which commonalities are resolved. For example, an operator might have a shift calendar, a holiday calendar, and a vacation calendar attached to it respectively. The holiday calendar overrides the common periods of the shift calendar, and the vacation calendar ovemdes the common periods with the other calendars. Calendar attachments allow a flexible, easy-to-maintain work schedule. Scheduling rules consist of one or more logic filters. Potential lots must pass through these logic filters to be selected. The following illustrations contain a scheduling task rule and a decision tree for a task rule. This example is simple. However, there is no limit to the level of sophistication that can be used in a scheduling task rule. Example:
Suppose you must develop a scheduling task rule for a station where the amount of setup change-overs must be minimized for quality reasons or due to a lengthy setup time. When it's necessary to change to a new setup, the station should not select a lot or a batch of lots that requires a setup that is being used by any other station within the same family. If there is more than one lot or batch that meets the criteria, the one with the earliest due date is chosen. The decision tree demonstrates the filtering logic. The station executes this logic when it finishes its previous work or after incoming work awakens it.
These rules do not guarantee the optimum schedule; no one can guarantee the optimum schedule due to the large number of possible combinations. However, through experimentation, rules can be developed that improve the performance of the factory on the order of 35% -60% (Norman, 1989) .
Before developing scheduling rules, the factory's management must ask an important question: What is a good schedule?
What is a Good Schedule?
While this appears easy to answer, it's often more difficult to quantify than you might think. The attributes of a good schedule are:
Minimum lead time On-time completion of all orders Minimum work-in-process and finished goods inventory Maximum resource utilization Minimum or no overtime
Minimum cost in terms of the routing through alternate machines While these are all worthy goals of a schedule, the fact is that some of them conflict. For example, assume your company just purchased a new, flexible machining center thatcost$250,000. To maximize the investment, the plant manager mandates that the new machining center must be utilized more than 90% of the available time.
To utilize equipment to that extent, there must constantly be a queue of work in front of it, and when one order is completed another one must be waiting. Actually, several orders must be waiting, in case of unforeseen situations. In this example, the utilization goal conflicts with lead time, inventory, and possibly on-time completion goals, because products that must be serviced by the new machining center wait in a large queue.
Therefore, the answer to the question, "What is a Rather than create a new schedule each time an unplanned event occurs, the simulation is run parallel with real time. This method requires the model to receive detailed messages from the shop floor control system as events occur. These events are actual events rather than simulated events. The model updates the status of the internal data structures as it receives theeventmessages. When itreceivesanevent message that necessitates task selection, the model performs the task selection and sends a message back to the shop floor system, telling it the next job to run on the selecting machine. Machine failure events are received in the same manner as regular operation start and completion events. Even in dynamic environments, the model reacts accordingly and schedules the factory efficiently. With the capability of Real Time Dispatching, there is still AutoSched easily computes these and other performance measures for each schedule produced. the need for pre-planned scheduling and uaditional capacity analysis. Therefore, one method does not preclude the other.
PRE-PLANNED SCHEDULING

AUTOSCHED OUTPUT
There are two types of output from the simulation/ Graphical Output -You can define business graphs to track any statistic with a timeline graph, barchart, or pie chart. These graphdcharts are updated as the model progresses. AutoSched also creates an interactive Gantt chart that allows you to see the simulation history for each resource and order. You can use the mouse to select an event on the Gantt chart and get detailed information about that event, such as the quantity of orders in that station's queue when the order was selected, the quantity of orders in the next step's queue, etc.
StatisticaUhistory reports -These include the Master
Schedule file, Performance Report, Station Report, and any other user-defined reports. The Master Schedule file contains either all, "step begin," "setup change," or "step complete" events. This schedule can then be post-processed to include only the desired information. For example, if you want the schedule for one area, you can pull out the information about that one area. Figure 8 is 
STEPS IN IMPLEMENTING SIMULATION-BASED SCHEDULING
Functional Requirements Definition and Scheduling Strategy
Prior to beginning the implementation of a simulation model, it is important to establish the goals and objectives of the system. Tangible measures of schedule performance must be defined. These measures should be the standards used to manage the factory today.
Be aware that many measures of schedule performance are conflicting in nature. The challenge is to maximize these goals as a whole, not individually. The solution is to improve your factory's performance by implementing scheduling rules that yield the best composite schedule performance possible. 
Base Model Development
The model should be developed and tested off-line with a representative set of data that is indicative of the real system.
Rule Customization
Rules should be developed off-line with a representative set of data that is indicative of the real scheduling problem. Usually it is not effective for each resource to try to optimize its own utilization. It is better to coordinate all of the stations and operators in the factory to work in concert.
This is called Coordinate RuleBased Scheduling. The general strategy of Coordinated Rule-Based Scheduling follows:
First-Identify thecritical resources in the factory. The critical resources are the ones that increase the overall throughput of the facility when their constraints are relaxed. Analyze production loading to determine the resources with the greatest load. Simulation does a 
Output Customization
Companies have metrics that are used as measures of performance to manage and gauge decisions in the facility. These same metrics should be reflected in the model output reports. AutoSched provides a powerful report-writing capability.
Data Extraction and Integration
Data extraction and integration is one of the most important aspects of a successful installation. AutoSched's flexible input data design facilitates the extraction effort from existing data systems. Generally, either users or AutoSimulations writes data extraction application programs that run automatically to load the AutoSched model with WIP status, equipment status, routings, and demand data. This is generally a very straightforward task.
Model Validation and Verification
Validating the model's behavior against real world factory performance is a critical step in having the users gain confidence in the model's ability to provide realistic information. The model should be run in parallel to the real world system using the same task selection criteria that is used. The real world system performance and the model's output should be compared and analyzed. Model adjustments may be required to reflect reality. Often, it is learned that the input data is wrong and new time standards are required.
Capacity Planning Usage
Capacity planning is often the first on-line usage of the technology. After the users gain confidence in the model, on-line scheduling uses should follow.
Short Interval Scheduling (Pre-Planned)
Real Time Dispatching
As was described in section 2.0 As was described in section 2.0
SUMMARY
AutoSched with Coordinated Rule Based Scheduling is producing results. A major intemational semiconductor manufacturer recently reported that as a result of this technology, they reduced average cycle time from 25 days to 5 days. They also cut average work-in-process inventory to one fifth.
"It wasn't just the software that allowed us to make these improvements. It was the confidence that the software provided management that allowed them to cut inventories to previously unheard of levels," says a spokesperson for the semiconductor manufacturer.
Today manufacturers are looking for ways to be more responsive to customer needs, improve the time to market, and maximize utilization of resources that are currently available. AutoSched provides a means of increasing the productivity of factories without adding personnel or equipment.
